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ABSTRACT
The Ukrainian far right has attracted massive media interest, from
Russian media condemning Ukraine’s alleged Nazi takeover to
international media warning of it becoming a transnational far-
right hotspot. Countering these misconceptions, this article
empirically studies the Ukrainian far-right movement to explain
its mobilisation dynamics 2004–2020. Why did mobilisation peak
in 2010–2014, and decline after? I argue that a combination of
political and discursive opportunities offers an answer. However,
these opportunities played out differently in Ukraine – a hybrid
regime at war – than conventional social movement theory
suggests. The Ukrainian case thus furthers our understanding of
far-right movements beyond consolidated democracies.
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Introduction

At the onset of the Russian full-scale invasion of Ukraine in 2022, Russian President Vladi-
mir Putin claimed that the aim was to “de-Nazify” Ukraine (Fried 2022). This narrative has
roots in the Soviet era when Ukrainian nationalists and pro-independence activists were
branded “fascist” by Soviet authorities (Kuzio 2015). It was revived in 2014, when sus-
tained protests on Kyiv’s Maidan square led to an overthrow of then-President, pro-
Russian Viktor Yanukovych, an event Russian state media framed as a “fascist coup”
(Lucas 2016). Interpreting Maidan as a Western anti-Russian plot, the Russian disinforma-
tion campaign aimed to destabilise Ukraine, weaken international support for the post-
Maidan government, and justify Russian military intervention (Lucas 2016).

While Russian media participated in state propaganda, Ukraine and its far right also
attracted attention beyond Russia, as foreign fighters from far-right milieus participated
in the conflict in eastern Ukraine (Rekawek 2015). Moreover, Ukraine was portrayed as
a far-right tourist hotspot: extremists from all around the world travelled to Kyiv to
attend Asgardsrei, a National Socialist black metal festival (Colborne 2020).

While the Ukrainian far right is largely understudied, intensified media attention –
either as propaganda or a byproduct of sensationalism – creates multiple misconceptions
about it. The problem with both media narratives about the Ukrainian far right is that they
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are not primarily about the Ukrainian far-right movement itself. That is, however, what this
article is about, aiming to empirically investigate the movement’s activities for almost two
decades. How has far-right mobilisation in Ukraine evolved over the years, and how can
we explain this evolution?

Besidesmapping the actual landscapeof theUkrainian far right, then, this article seeks to
explain why far-right mobilisation, operationalised as a set of extra-parliamentary protest
events,peakedbetween2010and2014–justasthemovementexperiencedanelectoralbreak-
through–buthasdeclinedsince.Toaccountforthispattern,Iexaminethemovement’sextra-par-
liamentaryactivityandthecontextinwhichitoperates.Todoso,Irelyonanoriginaldatabaseoffar-
rightprotesteventsfromtheonsetoftheOrangeRevolutionin2004–2020,andtracevariation
overtimethroughprotesteventanalysis(PEA).

I apply the political process approach within social movement theory. This approach
places the far-right movement into its wider environment and argues that, along with
grievances creating necessary conditions for movements to emerge, mobilisation varies
depending on the extent to which the surrounding environment enables it (Tarrow
2011). I find that political and discursive opportunities can help explain not only the
2010–2014 peak in protest, but also the relative decline since. An important reason is
that the Ukrainian far-right movement’s ideology is centred around anti-Russian senti-
ments, unlike most other far-right movements. Therefore, its mobilisation was shaped
by opportunities related to a pro-Russian government and the war with Russia. This
finding highlights the relevance of the movement’s rather unique anti-Russian ideology
for understanding its mobilisation dynamics, in contrast to popular (mis)conceptions
created through Russian propaganda or sensationalist media.

The article begins by conceptualising the far right and introducing the contemporary
Ukrainian far-right movement. I also briefly describe how Ukraine’s recent history has
created considerable grievances serving as necessary conditions for far-right mobilisation.
Next, I discuss how social movement theory is designed to explain protest mobilisation,
focusing on how changing opportunities may account for variation in mobilisation pat-
terns across time and space. In doing so, I emphasise how most existing research relies
on findings from Western consolidated democracies and question whether similar
dynamics are to be expected in hybrid regimes at war. In other words, to what extent
can social movement theory be applied to volatile non-democratic contexts? I then
move on to explain how my data on far-right protest and mobilisation opportunities in
Ukraine were collected and analysed. Finally, I present key findings from my analysis and
then draw on these findings to illustrate how the Ukrainian case – a hybrid regime and a
country at war – can enrich our understanding of far-right movements more generally.

The far-right social movement in Ukraine

As most other concepts in social sciences, the terms used to describe far-right politics are
debated. However, as Carter (2018) has found, there is more commonality among
definitions than often assumed. Most cited conceptualisations cover the same three
core elements: nationalism, authoritarianism, and anti-democracy. Accordingly, I use
the term “far right” in this article to refer to a range of actors that share ideological
foundations in exclusionary nationalism, prioritising “natives” over “foreigners”, and
authoritarianism, the belief in a strict societal order, where anything considered deviant
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should be punished harshly (Mudde 2019). In terms of anti-democracy, the umbrella term
“far right” includes radical right parties that largely abide by the democratic rules of the
game but oppose liberal democracy and minority rights, as well as extreme right groups
that oppose the democratic system as a whole (Pirro 2023). Until recently, the dominant
practice in the social sciences has been to distinguish between the two. However, scholars
are increasingly recognising that such a distinction can be redundant and obscure the
blurring boundaries between radical and extreme right actors in terms of both ideology
and collective action (see e.g. Castelli Gattinara, Froio, and Pirro 2021; Volk and Weiss-
kircher 2023). This is especially the case in Central and Eastern European far-right move-
ments (see e.g. Minkenberg 2017). Therefore, I use the umbrella term “far right” to refer to
all actors combining nativist and authoritarian ideologies.

The application of this umbrella term can be contested. Indeed, some authors argue
that the left-right distinction is not applicable to post-Soviet politics at all (e.g. Lawson,
Römmele, and Karasimeonov 1999). One possible criticism against placing the Ukrainian
far right in the wider literature on far-right movements, then, is that the far right in the
post-Soviet space may not be comparable to that in Western democracies. That said,
the political position of an actor should be based on its political ideology, rather than
the political context in which it operates. As such, all actors included in Figure 1
adhere to far-right ideology in the sense of promoting nativism and authoritarianism.
Thus, rather than separating these actors from the wider literature on far-right move-
ments, I seek to situate them within it (see also Minkenberg 2017). Doing so also helps
avoid the already problematic specialisation of the literature on the far right and its
divorce from wider social science debates (see Mudde 2010 and Castelli Gattinara 2020).

The contemporary Ukrainian far right includes parties, organisations, and informal
groups (see Figure 1). Despite ideological differences and interpersonal conflicts, the
movement shares a commitment to nativist and authoritarian ideas. Parties like
Freedom, Right Sector, and National Corps have previously participated in elections,
although they have assumed “movement party” roles, navigating between institutional
and extra-institutional politics (Pirro and Castelli Gattinara 2018). The rest of the move-
ment includes small, overlapping groups like Tradition and Order, White Hammer,
Sokil, etc., with little electoral ambition. Instead, these groups have organised cultural
and sports events and engaged in contentious politics, e.g. by mobilising against

Figure 1. Far right movement in Ukraine, 1990s–2020. Some actors from early 1990s (marked in grey)
do not exist anymore or have disappeared from public space. Actors marked in squircles are the most
prominent far-right parties as of 2020, while squares represent non-party organizations.
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LGBTQ + activism (Tradition and Order) or attacking Roma camps (C14). Some groups are
often hired as thugs to defend business interests (Likhachev 2019).

The movement’s roots go back to the Organisation of Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN),
established in 1929. The OUN has a controversial history, including an explicit – albeit
short-lived – plan of establishing Ukraine as an ally of Nazi Germany against the Soviet
Union (Motyl 2010; Rudling 2013; Gomza 2015). Many contemporary far-right actors in
Ukraine have claimed to continue the OUN’s legacy, for example, by finding justification
of their own ideological positions in the texts written by OUN leaders (Rudling 2013;
Iovenko 2015; Mierzejewski-Voznyak 2018).

As Ukraine became independent, the OUN’s successors fighting for independence
gradually lost salience. To some extent, this also applies to scholarly interest in the Ukrai-
nian far right; unlike Ukrainian nationalism of the early 1900s, the contemporary far right
and its political participation is relatively under-researched (Umland 2020). There has been
a surge in interest following the 2012 electoral success of Freedom and the far right’s par-
ticipation in the Maidan revolution and war efforts since 2014 (Likhachev 2013; Umland
and Shekhovtsov 2013; Bustikova 2015; Ishchenko 2016; Kudelia 2018; Risch 2021;
Gomza and Zajaczkowski 2019; Colborne 2022; Mutallimzada and Steiner 2023). Yet the
literature on the far right in general, greatly inspired by the electoral success of
Western European parties after the Cold War, remains dominated by studies on the elec-
toral performance of these parties to this day (Castelli Gattinara 2020). As a result, far-right
social movements generally, and those beyond the region of Western Europe specifically,
remain underexplored in comparison (Castelli Gattinara 2020). Empirical research on the
extra-parliamentary far right in Ukraine has been relatively rare, as much of the literature
seems to assume that a lack of sustained electoral success implies a lack of political rel-
evance (Mierzejewski-Voznyak 2018; Ishchenko 2018; Umland 2020).

While understudied by scholars, the extra-parliamentary far right in Ukraine and its
transnational links have attracted considerable international media attention. However,
this attention has been rather sensationalist, overlooking what the movement actually
looks like at the national level. This has produced a series of misconceptions, ready to
be exploited by the Russian propaganda machinery. To help correct such misconceptions,
I take a national perspective, mapping the actual landscape of the Ukrainian far right in a
longitudinal perspective and examining its extra-parliamentary activity for almost two
decades since the onset of the Orange Revolution.

Ukraine after the orange revolution

The dissolution of the Soviet Union triggered political, economic, and cultural transform-
ations in its former members, creating fertile grounds for far-right mobilisation instrumen-
talising resentment toward rapid change (Minkenberg 2017). Ukraine was no exception.

Ukraine’s 2004 Orange Revolution, following Georgia’s 2003 Rose Revolution, reignited
hopes of democratic transformation in the former Soviet Union. However, post-revolu-
tionary Ukraine has been marred by political and economic crises hindering substantive
reforms (Kuzio 2016). In this sense, Ukraine resembles other regimes emerging from the
third wave of democratisation that combine both authoritarian and democratic features.
In general, scholarship has treated these regimes as diminished subtypes of either democ-
racy or autocracy, transitional regimes, or regime types in their own right. Recognising
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their durable quality and recurring fluctuations between democratic and authoritarian
tendencies, scholars have increasingly argued towards conceptualising hybrid regimes
as an in-between regime type (Bogaards 2009; Mufti 2018). Like other hybrid regimes,
over the years Ukraine has manifested a combination of democratic features like competi-
tive elections together with weak rule of law and formal institutions, as well as widespread
corruption (Levitsky and Way 2010; Matsiyevsky 2018).

The Orange Revolution highlighted polarisation between the pro-Western national
democratic camp – the Orange coalition – and the pro-Russian camp dominated by
the Party of Regions (PoR). Polarisation intensified after the 2006 elections, when PoR
obtained 32% of the vote, forming a government with pro-Russian Viktor Yanukovych
as Prime Minister. The aftermath of the revolution was thus marked by power struggle
between the PoR-majority government and parliament (Verkhovna Rada) and the
Orange coalition president, Viktor Yushchenko.

Hopes of further structural and economic reforms waned as the Orange coalition suc-
cumbed to internal conflicts. The conflict culminated in a split in late 2008 (Diuk 2014).
Dividing the Orange vote, the breakup facilitated the election of former Prime Minister
Yanukovych as president in 2010.

Under Yanukovych, Ukraine drifted toward the pro-Russian orbit, alienating the pro-
Western electorate. In 2013, Yanukovych refused to sign Ukraine’s association agreement
with the EU. His decision prompted protests at Kyiv’s Maidan square. Protest spread to
other cities and culminated in his overthrow in February 2014 (Diuk 2014).

Declaring Euromaidan a “fascist coup,” Russia annexed Crimea, a region in Southern
Ukraine. The conflict escalated when Russia-backed “separatists” in Donetsk and
Luhansk regions proclaimed independence and fighting evolved into an interstate war.
Ukraine launched a military operation against pro-Russian forces, while Russia claimed
it was forced to “defend Russian speakers” (Coalson 2014). Despite ceasefire agreements,
the conflict remains unresolved. In February 2022, the conflict escalated further, with
Russian recognition of separatist regions of Donetsk and Luhansk as independent repub-
lics and the subsequent full-scale invasion of Ukraine.

Following Yanukovych’s ouster, the PoR dissolved. This left political space generally
Western-oriented, but gradually split between nationalist and liberal camps (Interview
with Umland, 2021; Interview with Bukkvoll, 2022). The former was dominated by Petro
Poroshenko, elected president in 2014, while the latter has been led by the Servant of
the People party of Volodymyr Zelenskyy who defeated Poroshenko in the 2019 presiden-
tial elections.

Ukraine’s post-independence history has thus been anything but stable. Undergoing
“quadruple transition” – political and economic transformation and simultaneous state-
and nation-building – Ukraine has endured continuous crises hindering structural
reforms (Kuzio 2016). Consequently, it remains among the poorest and most corrupt
countries in Europe (Kuzio 2016), offering fertile grounds for far-right mobilisation to
instrumentalise these grievances.

Theoretical framework: explaining far-right mobilisation

How has far-right mobilisation in Ukraine evolved over time, and how can we explain this
evolution? Explanations of far-right mobilisation include two overarching and
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complementary approaches. The first includes collective behaviour and modernisation
theories positing that movements emerge because of grievances, such as poverty or rela-
tive deprivation (see, e.g. Gurr 1971; Merkl 2003). The central argument is that rapid trans-
formation leaves parts of society behind, fuelling resentment and support for actors
wishing to undo these changes (Golder 2016). In Europe, cultural grievances stemming
from increased immigration have sparked far-right protest (Castelli Gattinara, Froio, and
Pirro 2021). In the former Communist states specifically, the far right has capitalised on
resentment toward rapid post-Communist modernisation (Minkenberg 2017).

However, far-right mobilisation varies across space and time. Considering this, a
second set of theories takes a complementary, political process approach, focusing on
the environment surrounding the movement (Tarrow 2011). This approach argues that
explanations focusing exclusively on grievances are incomplete. Grievances are necessary
for a far-right movement to emerge, but they alone cannot account for variation in far-
right protest. To engage in collective action, a movement needs to operate in an enabling
environment (Tarrow 2011).

Indeed, despite the volatile recent history, economic and cultural grievances in Ukraine
have remained relatively stable since 2004: poverty, unemployment, and immigration
levels do not fluctuate much (“Ukraine Poverty Rate 1992–2022” 2021; “Ukraine – Unem-
ployment Rate 1999–2020” 2021; “Ukraine: Key Migration Statistics” 2021). Nonetheless, as
this article will show, far-right protest has varied over time. To explain changing protest
dynamics, we need to place the movement in its context, connecting macro-level grie-
vances with micro-level behaviour, that is, non-parliamentary mobilisation.

Paying attention to the environment surrounding social movements, I take the political
process approach that emphasises mobilisation opportunities. Opportunities refer to
aspects of the wider environment that enable or hinder collective action (McAdam,
McCarthy, and Zald 1996; Tarrow 2011). In their study of the far-right in Germany, Italy,
and the US, Caiani and colleagues (2012) identify a set of legal, political, and discursive
opportunities that may enable or hinder far-right mobilisation specifically:

Among legal constraints, prohibition of discrimination and fascist and racist speech
and actions are expected to hinder far-right mobilisation (Caiani, Della Porta, and Wage-
mann 2012; Caiani and Della Porta 2018). We would therefore expect mobilisation to
decline as such laws are introduced. However, in contrast to consolidated democracies,
legal opportunities may be less decisive in hybrid regimes (Gelashvili 2022).

Political opportunities, in turn, refer to access of far-right actors to political institutions
and decision-making bodies, (in)stability of political elite alignments, and the extent to
which far-right actors are repressed. In Western democracies, far-right movements are
more likely to mobilise and turn to violence when they lack access to formal politics
(Koopmans 1996; Hutter 2014). A far-right party represented in the parliament or in
decision-making bodies can voice the grievances of the movement, mitigating a relatively
costlier strategy of street-level action. Indeed, Minkenberg (2019) has found that countries
with strong far-right parties (with more than 4% vote in parliamentary elections) tend to
have a marginal extra-parliamentary movement. However, whereas this pattern largely
holds in Western Europe, some Central and Eastern European (CEE) countries with
strong far-right parties, like Poland and Hungary, also have strong movements (Minken-
berg 2019). Largely investigated in the context of consolidated democracies, far-right
movement–party interaction remains underexplored in hybrid regimes.
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Finally, discursive opportunities refer to general acceptance of the far right, i.e. whether it
has political allies and whether its ideas resonate or are stigmatised. Far-right protest usually
follows increased immigration and rises as nativist and authoritarian opinions prevail.
However, radicalised public discourse can work both ways: sometimes, the far right gains sal-
ience as mainstream parties move to the right, adopting parts of far-right ideology, while in
others, mainstream parties effectively absorb far-right supporters (Bustikova 2018). As with
political opportunities, research on the impact of discursive opportunities focuses on conso-
lidated democracies in (Western) Europe, leaving hybrid regimes underexplored.

Thus, research on far-right mobilisation opportunities has mostly been based on
Western democracies and has so far found mixed results. As a hybrid regime, Ukraine
offers an interesting case to study how changing opportunities shape far-right mobilis-
ation. Examining how opportunities play out in a hybrid regime context is relevant for
our understanding of the far right in general, especially as many formerly consolidated
democracies have been backsliding in recent years (Levitsky and Ziblatt 2018).

The Ukrainian case is interesting not only as a hybrid regime, but also as a country
experiencing war. As social movement theorists have argued, opportunities fluctuate
with important destabilising events, like wars and economic crises (McAdam and
Tarrow 2018). However, research has yet to explore the effect of wars on far-right mobil-
isation: on the one hand, having an external enemy to the nation could be a powerful
source of negative mobilisation, and activists may benefit from the “weakening of the
state” to advance their agenda (McAdam and Tarrow 2018). On the other hand, wars
can close off mobilisation opportunities as citizens “rally around the flag”. Looking at
how opportunities can help explain variation in far-right protest in the Ukrainian case, I
aim to contribute to far-right scholarship, expanding the social movement approach to
a hybrid regime and a country at war.

Research design

In line with recent literature studying the far right as a social movement (see also Castelli
Gattinara, Froio, and Pirro 2021), I operationalise mobilisation as a set of extra-parliamen-
tary protest events in which far-right groups participate. I use Protest Event Analysis (PEA),
a method of content analysis of contentious action, to examine mobilisation over time.
PEA entails gathering and analysing data on various characteristics of protest events,
such as date, location, size, participants, issue, countermobilisation, police presence,
and event type. Importantly, the method helps track different types of events: conven-
tional (e.g. press conferences), confrontational (sit-ins, barricades), demonstrative
(rallies, petitions), and violent (including light, symbolic violence, such as burning flags,
and heavy violence, i.e. physical attacks). Thus, PEA expands far-right scholarship
beyond an exclusive focus on either electoral behaviour or violent action, incorporating
a broader action repertoire.

A protest event is defined broadly to include any public contentious act, occurring
within a 24-hour timespan and in specific areas, with mostly similar aims and participants
(Hutter 2014).1 Thus, if a far-right group organises rallies on the same issue in two
locations simultaneously, both rallies will be coded as a single protest event.

For PEA, I created a database of far-right protest events in Ukraine between 2004, the
onset of the Orange Revolution, and 2020. The database includes events organised by
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active far-right actors in Ukraine.2 While PEA databases can be constructed via three
alternative sources of data (media sources, police records, and activist group accounts),
I have chosen to rely on media reports due to their advantages over both police- and acti-
vist records. Media sources are both more regular over time and less prone to under- and
over-reporting. While police records only include violent and criminal incidents, underes-
timating the total number of events, both far-right groups and their challenger groups
tend to exaggerate protest prevalence. By contrast, events not appearing in the media
are considered as non-events as they will rarely reach, let alone elicit response from, auth-
orities (Koopmans 2004). Moreover, quality media sources tend to be more comparable
across countries than police records or activist accounts. Police definitions vary from
country to country, as do activist groups and their archiving practices. The latter are
often also unsystematic and incomplete, rendering long-term analysis difficult, if not
impossible.

This is certainly not to say that media sources are unbiased. Importantly, though, media
is biased systematically, not randomly: negative, large-scale, and conflict-related events
consistently attract more attention (Koopmans 1998). Media also tends to be consistent
in terms of reporting PEA-relevant aspects – “hard facts,” or information on the time,
place, announced goal, etc., of protest. Arguably, even “hard facts” are interpreted by
the journalist, especially when it comes to aspects like the number of participants.
Although impossible to resolve, I account for this challenge by creating a coding
process that makes the potential bias systematic, so that general dynamics can be ana-
lysed. I also include data over a period long enough to permit the detection of significant
trends and variation.

To create the database, I coded more than 4,000 articles from the news agency UNIAN
(Ukrainian Independent Information Agency of News). After a pilot study comparing the
coverage of far-right events by different media sources in Ukraine, I opted for UNIAN, for
several reasons. Along with its nationwide coverage in Ukrainian and Russian, trustworthy
reputation, and archive accessibility, I selected UNIAN considering the advantages of
online versus print media: more frequent publication and continuous updates. UNIAN
articles were retrieved from the Factiva database using an actor-focused search string.3

There are two possible criticisms for this research design. First, using a single news
source does not take advantage of recent advances in automatic text retrieval and
coding. Indeed, automatic coding would have generated more data from various
sources. However, such a research design would by definition have different ontological,
epistemological, and methodological underpinnings. For the purposes of this article, I rely
on one resource to collect data that lends itself to not only quantitative, but also qualitat-
ive analysis by one person. This was imperative for a deeper look into the organisation
and framing of protest events and their targets, as well as qualitative changes in similar
protest events over time.

Second, using an actor-focused search string excludes events whose organisers news
articles describe in generic terms, e.g. “nationalists”, “radicals”, etc. For the purposes of this
article, I exclude these terms for three reasons. First, the use of such generic terms is highly
subjective, depending on individual journalists covering the issue. Second, it can also
change significantly over time, depending on what issues are salient at any given
point. For example, the same far-right actor can be described as “anti-immigrant” when
rallying against asylum seekers and “anti-LGBTQ+” when rallying against a Pride event.
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Third, it can vary significantly from country to country. An actor-focused search string
avoids these issues and makes the dataset more comparable to similar studies in other
country cases.

To account for protest variation, I trace legal, political, and discursive opportunities,
looking at how they affect protest. Importantly, opportunity structures are dynamic, chan-
ging with political, social, and economic processes – arguably more so in hybrid regimes
than in consolidated democracies. To reflect the dynamic nature of opportunities, I
observe their evolution over time. Note also that opportunities do not automatically
translate into political action: indeed, as McAdam argued in his original formulation of
the political process model (1982, 48), the opening of opportunities offers potential for
mobilisation, but what stands between opportunity and action is the actors’ own percep-
tion of the former. Thus, opportunities have to be visible to social movement actors and
perceived as opportunities in order to lead to collective action. While an overly structur-
alist view of “objective” opportunities would assume that opportunities automatically
lead to action, in this article, I take the actual mobilisation of the far-right movement as
a proxy of opportunities being visible to the movement, as well as the movement inter-
preting them as open.

To measure changes in opportunity structures, my original plan was to combine sec-
ondary and primary sources: published work on Ukraine and its far-right movement
and expert interviews with researchers working on Ukrainian nationalism and far right
that would supplement and contextualise data from secondary sources. However, my
planned extensive fieldwork in Ukraine in late February 2022 had to be cancelled due
to the Russian invasion. In addition to logistical difficulties, the war also made it unreason-
able and insensitive to interview Ukrainian experts and researchers who were going
through a difficult time. Thus, in the analysis of opportunities, I rely on previously pub-
lished work and my pre-February 2022 pilot interviews with 5 experts (see the list of inter-
viewees in Appendix 1).

Protest event analysis 2004–2020

Let us begin with the evolution of far-right mobilisation over time. Through PEA of the
extra-parliamentary activity of the Ukrainian far right, I identified 560 events. Most of
these events were demonstrative (see Figure 2), involving non-violent rallies. Conventional
and confrontational events were rare, while violent events (both light and heavy violence)
constituted around 21% of all recorded events. This finding challenges the conceptualis-
ation of far-right politics as limited to electoral politics or violence, as demonstrative non-
violent events are the most prominent manifestation of far-right politics in Ukraine.

Freedom seems to be the most visible actor. This finding questions the dichotomous
view of far-right actors as either parties engaged in electoral politics or movements
engaged in contention. As a movement party, Freedom seems to also drive contentious
politics, both inside and outside the electoral arena.

Most events took place without counterdemonstrations or police interference. Only a
minority (16%) was opposed by a counter-rally. In some cases, the far right counterpro-
tested Communist or liberal demonstrations (e.g. feminist marches or LGBTQ + Pride).
Police presence was recorded for around 30% of events; however, the police only inter-
fered when events turned violent.
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PEA shows that the Ukrainian far right is first and foremost anti-Russian. Qualitative
analysis of events shows that protest against Russia is expressed in different kinds of
events, e.g. rallies opposing political actors considered pro-Russian, vandalism/demoli-
tions of Soviet memorials, and opposition to Russian foreign policy against Ukraine
(see Figure 3). In comparison, protest against ethnic, religious, and sexual minorities in
Ukraine remains low over the years.

This sets the Ukrainian far-right apart from the dominant stream of research: in most
Western democracies, research on which informs our understanding of the contemporary
far-right, the defining feature of the movement has been its vehement opposition to
immigration (Castelli Gattinara, Froio, and Pirro 2021). While the Ukrainian far-right
shares an ideological foundation in nativism and authoritarianism with these movements,
it hardly ever rallies against immigration. Instead, its nativist core is mostly channelled
through anti-Russian attitudes. This distinguishes it from not only its Western European
counterparts, but also similar movements in CEE, with an ambiguous, at best, stance
toward Russia (Shekhovtsov 2018). Interestingly also, the movement differs from its CEE
counterparts in terms of relatively rare anti-Semitic and anti-Roma protest. Furthermore,
the Ukrainian far right focuses less on religious events and anti-LGBTQ + rallies.

Instead, the movement focuses on Ukraine’s internal and foreign policy challenges.
While international media paints the picture of a highly transnational movement, PEA
shows that the Ukrainian far right mostly mobilises around Ukraine-specific issues,

Figure 2. Far-right protest event types in Ukraine (n = 560).

Figure 3. Far-right protest issues.
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voicing disagreement with political opponents (other parties, officials, etc.) and raising
issues related to security, order, and law enforcement (see Figure 3). These two issues
account for 34% and 19% of all protest events, respectively. Other issues dominating
far-right protest are anniversaries and memory and anti-Communism and anti-Bolshe-
vism, each accounting for 18% of protest events.

Anniversary and memory events include tributes to OUN and its insurgent army, UPA
(Ukrayins’ka povstans’ka armiya). Some events, previously celebrated only by far-right
groups, gradually become more prominent. One illustration is January 1, OUN leader
Stepan Bandera’s birthday, which was usually celebrated in Western Ukraine with
several hundred far-right activists and former UPA veterans calling for recognition of
Bandera as Hero of Ukraine. After President Yushchenko awarded this title to Bandera
in 2010, the celebrations extended to the capital and beyond, gathering thousands. Simi-
larly, October 14, the Day of the Defenders of Ukraine that marks the creation of the UPA,
usually celebrated with a couple hundred far-right activists, has evolved into a national
holiday, gathering thousands. The day is associated with military struggle for indepen-
dence, including the Crimean and Donbas conflicts, overshadowing its far-right origins
(Interview with Likhachev, 2021).

Similarly to anniversary events, anti-Communist and anti-Bolshevist events also
increase over time. In the aftermath of the Orange Revolution, the far right organised
rallies calling for “decommunisation”, a process of removing all monuments and
symbols associated with the Communist regime. After the law was adopted in 2015,
the number of anti-Communist rallies grew: these events involved vandalism or destruc-
tion of Soviet memorials and statues.

Another puzzling finding is the temporal variation of protest. As Figure 4 shows, the
level of physical violence remains low over time, while protest in general peaked 2010–
20144 and has gradually declined since.

This pattern contradicts much of the existing research on far-right party-movement
relationships. In Western democracies, far-right movements are more likely to mobilise
when they lack access to formal politics and vice versa, having a far-right party in the par-
liament with more than 4% of the vote can voice the movement’s grievances, mitigating

Figure 4. Far-right protest in Ukraine, 2004–2020.
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the relatively costlier strategy of street-level activism (Caiani, Della Porta, and Wagemann
2012; Minkenberg 2019).

In Ukraine, protest peaked when the movement had unprecedented access to formal
politics: in 2009, Freedom obtained 34.7% vote in the Ternopil region, and in the 2012
parliamentary elections, it received 10.5% vote nationwide. However, contrary to previous
research, more access did not discourage mobilisation. While heavy violence remained
relatively stable throughout (see Figure 4), protest peaked when the movement had
more representation in formal institutions. Correspondingly, while the failure of
Freedom to get re-elected in the 2014 and 2019 elections should have reignited street-
level activism, protest has in fact declined since 2014. Can changing opportunities help
explain this pattern?

Mobilisation opportunities 2004–2020

Legal opportunities

Legal opportunities for the Ukrainian far-right have not changed substantially over time.
The Constitution of Ukraine (Article 24) and the Criminal Code (Article 161) protect equal-
ity to a certain extent, prohibiting discrimination on the grounds of race, skin colour,
language, and religious, political, and other beliefs. The incitement of “national, racial,
or religious enmity and hatred” is also banned. Importantly, however, this refers only to
direct incitement to violence and is rarely executed (Interview with Likhachev, 2021). In
addition, gender and sexual orientation are not included.

Since 2014–2015, the Ukrainian parliament has adopted two measures potentially
restricting far-right mobilisation: the 2014 Law, “On preventing and combatting discrimi-
nation in Ukraine” and the 2015 Law, “On condemnation of communist and national-
socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and prohibition of propaganda of their
symbols” (hereafter: decommunisation law).

However, the legislative framework of Ukraine falls behind international standards
(Gordon 2020). To begin with, the 2014 anti-discrimination law was adopted only after
Freedom lobbied the removal of controversial norms, e.g. “sexual orientation and
gender identity” and “declared intentions to discriminate” (“Anti-Discrimination Legis-
lation” 2017).

In addition, the decommunisation law, as the name suggests, was adopted with the
aim of eliminating Communist-era monuments and memorials and removing Soviet
names from Ukrainian toponymy. While the law also bans Nazi symbols, this extends
only to the state symbols of Nazi Germany.

Consequently, Ukrainian far-right groups can use these symbols, at most with tiny
modifications (Interview with Umland 2020; Interview with Likhachev, 2021). For
example, actors like the SNPU (the predecessor of Freedom), Azov, and Social-National
Assembly, have used a monogram of Latin letters “I” and “N”, allegedly referring to the
slogan “Idea of the Nation,” that mirrors the wolf’s hook, a common neo-Nazi symbol
(“Reporting Radicalism in Ukraine” n.d.). The name of Sich (spelled C14), a smaller far-
right group, is a coded reference to Adolf Hitler, also alluding to a popular white supre-
macist slogan, “14 words” (“We must secure the existence of our people and a future
for white children”).
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Despite the 2014–2015 legislative changes, therefore, legal opportunities for far-right
mobilisation have not changed substantially over time. Legislative measures that could be
expected to hinder far-right mobilisation proved practically ineffective. Unlike consoli-
dated democracies (Caiani, Della Porta, and Wagemann 2012), legal opportunities
might not be decisive in hybrid regimes like Ukraine.

Political opportunities

In contrast, political opportunities have fluctuated. While state capacity and willingness to
repress far-right protest has remained low (Likhachev 2019; Gordon 2020), instability
among political elites has offered a window of opportunity for the far right.

Generally, the movement has been electorally marginal. The only exception was the
2012 election of Freedom to Verkhovna Rada, preceded by similarly unprecedented elec-
toral success in Ternopil. However, Freedom’s electoral success was “exceptional rather
than symptomatic” (Umland 2020), conditioned by two factors: shifts in elite alignments
and Russian threats to Ukraine’s sovereignty.

In the immediate aftermath of the Orange Revolution, polarisation between the pro-
Western national democratic camp (the Orange coalition) and the pro-Russian anti-
liberal camp (dominated by PoR) restricted space for the far right, especially as the
former attracted voters with anti-Russian and far-right ideas (Shekhovtsov 2011). Soon
after, however, internal conflicts in the Orange camp caused instability in political elite
alignments. This carved out space for the far right, especially Freedom. This conflict was
evident in Ternopil, dominated by parties sympathetic to the Orange cause: in 2009,
Freedom obtained most of its votes at the expense of Orange parties (Shekhovtsov 2011).

Although the extraordinary success in Ternopil was a product of elite conflicts,
Freedom then began to be taken seriously (Shekhovtsov 2011; Likhachev 2013). After
2010, when the PoR candidate Yanukovych became president, conflicts within the
Orange camp intensified, creating a favourable environment for Freedom and setting
the stage for its success in 2012 (Bustikova 2015; Kuzio 2015; Umland 2020). Some
have argued that Freedom’s national breakthrough was aided by the PoR, to weaken
the Orange forces (Kuzio 2016).

Once in parliament, however, Freedom did not live up to the expectations of challen-
ging Yanukovych’s pro-Russian politics. Access to formal politics did not translate into pol-
itical influence, as Freedom lacked decision-making power; indeed, Freedom
representatives were not active in the Verkhovna Rada at all (Interview with Likhachev,
2021). After Maidan, Freedom lost its source of negative mobilisation, with no pro-
Russian ruling elite to oppose (Shekhovtsov 2015). Furthermore, if before the war, the
Russian threat to Ukrainian sovereignty was why people supported Freedom (Bustikova
2015), following the annexation of Crimea, all mainstream parties incorporated anti-
Russian rhetoric, stripping Freedom of its niche (Shekhovtsov 2015; Interview with Bukk-
voll 2022). Consequently, Freedom failed to overcome the electoral barrier in subsequent
elections.

Similarly short-lived was the access of the far right to executive power. In the interim
post-Maidan government, Freedom obtained four ministerial posts (Umland 2020), but
after the electoral failure in November 2014, they were not reappointed. Moreover, the
paramilitary units associated with the far right that participated in the Crimea and
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Donbas conflicts were integrated into defence and law enforcement bodies (Likhachev
2019; Interview with Bukkvoll, 2022). Electorally, however, the post-Maidan period
marked a return of far-right actors to political margins.

As we have seen, instability of elite alignments opened a window of opportunity
for the far right, enabling access to formal institutions. Yet, this opportunity did
not play out as social movement theories would expect. Contrary to consolidated
democracies, where salience in one arena often implies decrease of salience in the
other (Hutter 2014), in Ukraine, access did not imply political power and thus failed
to discourage street-level protest. As a “movement party” oscillating between electoral
and protest arenas, Freedom played a peculiar role in the opportunity structure: on
the one hand, its strategic decisions were conditioned by changing political opportu-
nities, and on the other, its decisions to navigate both arenas of contention also con-
structed these opportunities. Despite parliamentary representation, Freedom failed to
voice the grievances of the movement in conventional politics, and thus resorted to
street-level contention. Accordingly, losing access after 2014 did not prompt more
protest.

Discursive opportunities

Similarly to political opportunities, discursive opportunities for the far-right have also
been fluctuating. Unlike some Western European democracies, mainstream parties in
Ukraine have not formed a cordon sanitaire, demarcating the far-right from liberal demo-
cratic actors. On the contrary, mainstream actors increasingly incorporate parts of the far-
right playbook.

In the last years of his presidency, Yushchenko pursued memory politics that inadver-
tently legitimised parts of far-right ideology (Ishchenko 2011). It glorified the OUN and
UPA, brushing off their controversial history, including their collaboration with Nazi
Germany and the mass atrocities against Jews and Poles, as well as Ukrainians who
opposed it (Rudling 2013; Rossolinski-Liebe 2014; Shkandrij 2015; Motyka 2022).
Instead, OUN-UPA leaders were lionised as martyrs and protagonists of resistance. In
2010, Yushchenko’s move to posthumously award the Hero of Ukraine title to OUN
leader Bandera elicited little criticism from public intellectuals and liberal circles
(Rudling 2013).

The glorification of OUN-UPA contributed to their acceptance: while in 2009, only 14%
of Ukrainians were positive toward them, in 2015, 41% supported the recognition of their
struggle for independence (Mierzejewski-Voznyak 2018). Far-right actors like Freedom,
claiming to continue OUN legacy, were thereby perceived as heirs of the resistance move-
ment, as a “perhaps excessive but still legitimate expression of Ukrainian national identity”
(Umland 2013; see also Shekhovtsov 2011).

After Yanukovych came to power, his controversial policies made nationalist stances
even more salient. In 2010, for example, Yanukovych and then-Russian President Medve-
dev signed the Kharkiv Pact, extending the Russian lease on a naval base in Crimea until
2042. Since Russian presence in the Black Sea had long been perceived in Ukraine as a
sovereignty threat, many saw this as “the final nail in the coffin of the Orange Revolution”
(Harding 2010). In 2012, the parliament adopted a controversial law granting regional
authorities the right to declare Russian as the second official language.
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Such policies “radicalised large parts of Ukraine’s patriotic and otherwise non-extremist
electorate” (Umland 2020) and made mainstream political actors more accepting to the
far right. In the run-up to the 2012 elections, for example, the anti-Yanukovych coalition
included Freedom, trying to improve its reputation and “whitewash the previous quasi-
fascist image” (Umland 2013).

The Maidan Revolution and the war further mainstreamed the far right, not least due to
its participation in war efforts (Interview with Gentile, 2021; Interview with Bukkvoll, 2022).
These events centered the political debate around Ukraine’s sovereignty and geopolitics.
As long as the anti-Russian position of the far right coincides with the increasingly nation-
alist rhetoric of mainstream politicians, mass media, and public intellectuals, the move-
ment is tolerated by liberals and conservatives alike. This blurs the lines between
“mainstream and extreme politics, civil and uncivil society, moderate patriotic and
ultra-nationalist groups” (Umland 2020, 262).

President Poroshenko, coming to power after Maidan, also adopted an increasingly
nationalist stance, manifest in his slogan “Army, language, faith!”. This stance was
evident in policies promoting Ukrainian language and decommunisation and culminated
in the separation of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church from the Moscow Patriarchate
(Gordon 2020). Thus, Poroshenko took over the nationalist discourse, continuing the
legacy of Yushchenko’s last years in power (Interview with Umland 2020).

This mainstreaming of the far right does not necessarily warrant acceptance and legit-
imisation of its ideology, however. While the population seems to agree with the anti-
Russian stance of the far-right, with favourable attitudes toward Russia falling from
71% in 2007 to 32% in 2019 (“Global Attitudes & Trends Database” n.d.) and rising confi-
dence in Ukraine’s Western partners, EU and NATO, this did not translate into increased
far-right (nativist and authoritarian) attitudes.

Indeed, despite apparent disapproval of Russia, the majority has continued to display a
favourable attitude toward Russian people. Up until the full-scale invasion, the rate kept
hovering above 85% (“Global Attitudes & Trends Database” n.d.).5 As for attitudes toward
other minorities, a relatively small percentage of the population opposes having immi-
grants and people of a different race or religion as neighbours: these rates remain
around 20% over the years (“WVS Database” n.d.).

Acceptance toward LGBTQ + individuals, another frequent scapegoat of the far right,
seems to have increased: in the 2005–2009 wave of World Values Survey, 58% said
they would not want homosexuals as neighbours. However, in the 2017–2020 wave,
this number decreased to 46%. The number of people who said homosexuality was
never justifiable also decreased from 64% in 2005–2009 to 50% in 2017–2020 (“WVS Data-
base” n.d.).

A good illustration of the rising acceptance toward LGBTQ + people is the annual Kyiv
Pride. The first large-scale march took place in 2015, with 250 LGBTQ + activists and thou-
sands of couterprotesters (Ukrayinskaya Pravda 2015). Since then, however, Kyiv Pride has
been gathering more supporters, while far-right counterprotest has been dwindling. In
2020, the Pride march gathered around 8,000 participants, while counterprotest mobi-
lised only around 2,000 far-right activists (Interview with Likhachev, 2021).

Overall, discursive opportunities for the far-right partially open over time. However,
these opportunities played out differently in Ukraine than conventional social movement
theory would suggest. Somewhat paradoxically, the war became a lost opportunity for
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the far right. Even though the war could have increased the acceptance of far-right actors
in society, the mainstreaming and normalisation of some far-right actors and ideas was
centred around the opposition to Russia and memory politics associated with OUN-
UPA. At the same time, other tenets of far-right ideology, like opposition to ethnic min-
orities, immigrants, LGBTQ + individuals, etc., seemed less popular among political elite
and the population alike. On the other hand, the acceptance of the anti-Russian
agenda also sidelined the far right itself. After the onset of military conflict in 2014 and
the subsequent mainstreaming of anti-Russian stances, the far right lost issue ownership.

Opportunities and mobilisation on the far-right

How can we explain the 2010–2014 peak in far-right protest and the decline afterwards?
As we have seen, a combination of political and discursive opportunities offers an answer.
The anti-Russian core of the far-right movement’s ideology is key to understanding its
mobilisation dynamics: the puzzling peak in protest at the height of political represen-
tation was shaped by opportunities related to a pro-Russian government in power and
the war with Russia.

Importantly, these opportunities played out differently than social movement theories
would suggest: first, unlike in consolidated democracies where strong parties lead to
weaker movements and vice versa, in hybrid regimes, far-right parties might also drive
contentious politics. Indeed, there is no sharp division between radical parties engaging
in electoral politics and extreme movements engaging in protest.

Second, access to formal politics may not decrease street-level violence, and conver-
sely, lack of access may not prompt contention. In hybrid regimes like Ukraine, access
does not necessarily equal influence, so even parliamentary parties may use the streets
as their primary political platform.

Third, the mainstreaming of the far right can be a mixed blessing for the movement. In
a peculiar context of a country at war, what could have been an important source of nega-
tive mobilisation became a lost opportunity as the increasing acceptance of the anti-
Russian agenda meant loss of issue ownership by the far right. The anti-Russian position
of the far right converged with the position of the mainstream in the aftermath of the
annexation of Crimea. Ironically, the normalisation of nationalist views among politicians,
media, and public intellectuals ended up sidelining the far right itself and decreasing the
salience of its ideology, particularly its opposition to minorities.

Conclusion

This article set out to study the case of far-right mobilisation in Ukraine, focusing on
protest variation over time. Its aim was threefold: first, it challenges misconceptions
about the Ukrainian far right, arising from propagandist and sensationalist media cover-
age. Although Ukraine has been portrayed as a transnational far-right hotspot, I show that
mobilisation is primarily explained by national, not transnational factors. Second, it con-
tributes to emerging literature integrating far-right scholarship with social movement
studies and addressing the electoralist bias of far-right literature, as well as the left-
wing bias of social movement studies (Castelli Gattinara 2020). While research on oppor-
tunities for far-right mobilisation has mostly been based on consolidated democracies,
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the article sought to enrich our understanding of the far right in general through the case
of Ukraine – a hybrid regime and a country at war –where mobilisation opportunities play
out differently. Finally, the empirical contribution of the article lies in the novel protest
event database, covering almost two decades of collective action. The database
enables longitudinal empirical analysis, setting grounds for further research.

I find that mobilisation of the Ukrainian far right – a primarily anti-Russian movement –
was shaped by opportunities related to a pro-Russian ruling elite and military conflict with
Russia. This finding emphasises the importance of understanding the anti-Russian core of
the movement’s ideology, overcoming popular (mis)conceptions created through Russian
propaganda or sensationalist media.

The Ukrainian case has wider implications for research on the far right. As we have
seen, mobilisation opportunities in hybrid regimes may play out differently than they
would in consolidated democracies. To begin with, legal opportunities may not be as
decisive in hybrid regimes. Political opportunities, on the other hand, play a significant
role. Yet, the Ukrainian case points to the shortcomings of conceptualising opportunities
primarily in terms of access. Instead, more nuance is necessary to understand the actual
influence of opportunities and how they may play out beyond consolidated democracies.
Similarly important are discursive opportunities; however, in a peculiar context of a
country at war, the mainstreaming of far-right views can marginalise, rather than
promote, the movement itself. Building on these conclusions, future research should
examine what happens to far-right movements when a low-scale conflict evolves into a
full-scale war – a question interesting to examine further in light of the Russian invasion
in Ukraine in February 2022.

Why do mobilisation opportunities play out differently in hybrid regimes? The Ukrai-
nian case suggests that these differences may be due to different dynamics of contention,
party-movement interaction, and destabilising events. To further unpack why this may be
the case and better understand the relationship between regime type or degree of demo-
cratic consolidation and the effect of opportunities on mobilisation, future research
should look deeper into the mechanisms behind these divergent patterns.

Notes

1. This definition excludes individual hate crime incidents, studied in detail by Likhachev (2013).
2. For the purposes of this paper, pro-Russian/Slavic nationalist groups and Ukrainian branches

of Russian far-right organisations, mobilising mostly in Donbas and Crimea, are excluded,
since these might not be affected by the same opportunity structures. As Umland (2015)
argues, their mobilisation is linked more to developments inside Russia and is better under-
stood as part of Russian nationalism studies.

3. To identify Ukrainian far-right actors, I followed a two-step process: first, I reviewed available
studies on the movement, especially those that analyse ideological underpinnings in depth,
to make sure that the actors identified matched the criteria defined above – ideological foun-
dation in nativism and authoritarianism. Since the Ukrainian far right remains understudied,
published works can point to some actors, mostly parties like Freedom, but may overlook
smaller, or less formal groups. To make sure all relevant groups were included, I then con-
sulted Vyacheslav Likhachev, an expert on the Ukrainian far right that has been following
the movement’s activities for more than two decades. The resulting search string included
far-right actors mentioned on Figure 1 and terms like protest, demonstration, rally, etc.

4. When an event goes over 24 h, the recommended procedure is to code it as one event if the
participants stay overnight, and to code each day as a separate event if the participants leave
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the location and come back the next day. The 3-month-long Maidan protests in 2014, when
people put up tents and stayed on the square, were thus coded as a single event. Had I coded
each day separately, 2014 would have included 90 more events. This is important to clarify
because far-right activity in Ukraine peaked 2010–2014, considering that the far right partici-
pated in the Maidan actively, and not 2010–2013, as it would appear from this graph.

5. Note: the last wave of this survey was conducted in 2019, so this conclusion does not reflect
attitudes after the 2022 invasion.
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